Mounty Horse & Sport
Mounting Aid
Mounting Aid - The gentle way into the saddle!
Mounting a horse in the usual way places the animal under
considerable nervous and physical strain. No wonder,
because a considerable stress is placed on the horse's back
as its spine is pulled to the side. In the past, repeated efforts
have been made to remedy this problem, but no solution has
ever proved entirely satisfactory. Now, however, Mounty has
developed an automatic mounting aid. This is a world first one from which both horse and rider benefit in equal
measure. The Mounting Aid relieves the strain on the horse's
back, prevents the saddle from being pulled askew, and
spares the animal's nerves. It also makes mounting much
easier for the rider - and its folds away automatically after it
has been used. Professional riders more or less always use
a mounting aid, for it is quite simply a part of good
horsemanship.

Comfortable mounting
The spacious folding step (100 cm x 40 cm)
enables easy and especially comfortable mounting
- ideal even with sensitive horses. The height of
the board is freely adjustable.

Proven safety

Folds away automatically

The solid steel frame and the reviewed structure
ensure a high safety for horse and rider.

The first mounting aid which is only there when it is needed. After using it the
mounting aid will fold away gently and quietly. This does not only relieve the
horses’ backs but also their nerves. And the best thing – nothing stands in the
way anymore.

Can also be integrated into the Columbus Safety Wall
kick wall made of high-quality vinyl!
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Mounty Horse & Sport
Mounting Aid
Can be installed anywhere
The Mounting Aid can be fitted flush with any kick
board, and leaves no sharp edges. However, it can
be fixed to the floor of the stable and its height
adjusted freely to your requirements. Either way, the
generously dimensioned folding board enables you
to mount the horse from the ideal starting position.
The advantages for horse and rider
 Relieves the strain on the horse's back
 Prevents saddles from being pulled askew
 Folds away gently and silently
 Ideal for sensitive horses
 Generously sized step-up board facilitates mounting
 Height of board freely adjustable
 Easy to install and use
 Fitted flush with any kick board and can also be
fastened to floors
 No wearing parts, no maintenance, no power
requirement
 Tested and recommended by the German Equestrian
Federation (FN)

Even professional
rider Ingrid Klimke
is convinced by the
mounting aid by
Mounty!
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